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90 and 25 May 90, four remote viewing 1. S/STO/NF) On 24 May 
session were conducted t 
vessel identified as the 
illegal drugs to the US. 

• -. ... =- quirements against a target 
and suspected of transporting 

SG1Ao 
2. (S/STO/NF) Viewer 003 reported that the was located 
at 2542N/8648W as of approximately 1500 hrs , May 90. It 
was carrying drugs in the form of a white material in about 10 
clear-plastic 10-lb bags. The drugs were transferred to a 
medium-sized cabin cruiser at dusk in the area of 2906N/8620W. 
The vessel's point of origin was reported as being on the Mexican 
coast in an area north of Villahermosa, Mexico at 1830N/9315W. 

3. (S/STO/NF) Viewer 025 reported the as located at SG1Ao 
- .. - .. 24N/86W. It was carrying drugs which we below the 

stern. The drugs were to be off~loaded at Naples, Florida. The 
vessel's point of origin was the Mexican coast, at approximately 
21N/97W, located in the vicinity of Tuxpan. 

4. (S/STO/NF) Viewer 049 reported the_was located at SG1Ao 
2330N/8615W. The drugs were wrapped in~ke material and 
packaged in bundles measuring approximately 6" by 5" by 24". 
These bundles were packed inside heavy wooden crates with small 
round objects. The crates were sitting behind a series of pipes 
or railings in a damp, dark area with liquid on the floor. The 
vessel's point of origin was at approximately 1950N/9045W, an 
area located in the vicinity of Campeche, in the Yucatan 
Peninsula. 

5. (S/STO/NF) Viewer 095 reported the s located at SG1Ao 
2609N/90W on a heading of 51 degrees. was not 
carrying drugs. It was not carrying drugs when it departed from 
Mexico at a point north of Tampico. It will not pick up any 
drugs in the near future. 
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6. (S/STD/NF) COMMENTS: There is a general consensus about the 
present location of the ........... See attached map. There is a 
lack of correlation as ~el's point of departure from 
Mexico. 
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